IS THERE A CRISIS IN BALKAN STUDIES?
A Position Paper
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It has been a trend of the waning 20th century that scholars increasingly felt the need for not only a critical re-evaluation of their sources but also of their disciplines. These had, it was now acknowledged, histories of their own and were thus as legitimate a subject of study (usually under the banner «historiography») as what others insisted to be the «real» (object of doing) history. This trend has not gone unnoticed among students of the Balkans; the violent conflicts and wars of the 1990s, it seemed, invested such re-assessment projects with even greater consequence. At the beginning of such efforts stood the systematic review of the textbooks through which thousands of youths were taught «their history» year by year. It was soon determined that these were not only repositories of outdated paradigms but also key media for the dissemination of «usually negative, often inflammatory» stereotypes. Next came the critical re-evaluation of the scholarly output of historians as such, their methods and agendas. In what follows we shall review some aspects of this debate and seek to pose new questions on the basis of its conclusions on diverse themes such as international communication, perceived mandates of historians, the nature of historiographical legacies and traditions, competition by amateur historians, and the problem of disciplinary parochialism. The aim here is not to formulate an agenda for Balkan Studies as such but to foster a continued debate on the state of the discipline, a purpose also served by the international workshop Balkan Studies: quo vadis? on April 25, 2009, in Vienna.

Local problems and «foreign» interventions

A dramatic decrease in funding for the social sciences at many Southeast European universities after 1989 indubitably made critical work more difficult. Library purchases (esp. for international publications) were reduced, and so was funding for international academic travel (limited certainly already before 1989). While these, some abroad might think, are not per se obstacles to writing «good history», they did hamper the communication with advances in historical writing elsewhere. Funding from abroad played some role in facilitating research on «unpopular» topics (such as, for example, minorities), and some of the theoretical-methodological innovations that did occur were in fact the results of institutions not per se obstacles to writing «good history». and were thus as legitimate a subject of study (usually under the banner «historiography») as what others insisted to be the «real» (object of doing) history. This trend has not gone unnoticed among students of the Balkans; the violent conflicts and wars of the 1990s, it seemed, invested such re-assessment projects with even greater consequence. At the beginning of such efforts stood the systematic review of the textbooks through which thousands of youths were taught «their history» year by year. It was soon determined that these were not only repositories of outdated paradigms but also key media for the dissemination of «usually negative, often inflammatory» stereotypes. Next came the critical re-evaluation of the scholarly output of historians as such, their methods and agendas. In what follows we shall review some aspects of this debate and seek to pose new questions on the basis of its conclusions on diverse themes such as international communication, perceived mandates of historians, the nature of historiographical legacies and traditions, competition by amateur historians, and the problem of disciplinary parochialism. The aim here is not to formulate an agenda for Balkan Studies as such but to foster a continued debate on the state of the discipline, a purpose also served by the international workshop Balkan Studies: quo vadis? on April 25, 2009, in Vienna.

In the course of the recent debate it was also found that the label «Marxist» would in fact only in partly apply to the scholarly output produced since the establishment of Socialist systems in the region. This claim was made just after 1989, when some historians expressed their
relief that history could now, finally, be rewritten without the ideological lens; however, it was found that the impact of Marxist thought and doctrine merely applied to some writing in a phase between 1945 and the 1960s, after which the nation swiftly returned as the basic historiographical category of inquiry in the region. Work on the period before the 19th century esp. was practically unaffected by interventions due to regime change, scholars largely picking up on where they left off just before WWII. Instead of sea-changes, Todorova has so attested a »national(is)t continuum« in 19th and 20th-century Balkan historiography. In many instances, their Marxism was merely one of prefaces; achievements of post-WWII Marxist scholarship in the West had little or no impact.

In the academic sphere, one lasting legacy of the establishment of Socialism was not so much of a political-dogmatic but rather of a thematic nature: Here we observe next to the dominant political-diplomatic and cultural-literary orientation of historical writing a greater interest in economy and society, in line with the agenda of Marx’s »historical materialism«. While such foci may have provided Balkan scholars with a great potential for a fruitful communication with methodologically innovative approaches to history in the West, as spearheaded by the Annuales, this was generally not the case. Despite the occasional availability of translation of Western »classics«, their impact until the 1980s was negligible. The traditional epochal foci of Balkan scholarship, the Middle Ages and the »National Revivals«, remained persistently in place. Nowadays, the old universities in the large capital cities Belgrade, Sofia, and Zagreb appear to be far more ready to pick up »new« themes and methods – mostly Alltagsgeschichte in its various guises.

From »truth« and »fact« to »representation« and »production of history«: a successful and universal transition?

A relatively new »threat« to institutional historiography in the 1990s has been the booming work of amateur historians. These publications, it has been argued, often look like professional works, demonstrating in-depth knowledge, but rarely display the critical perspective expected from trained historians. More often than not, they are also the work of »nationalists«. They operate according to the rules of the free market and cater to the emotions of audiences convinced that »they« are victims of various sorts. This trend has been somewhat paralleled in the West, where amateur histories have often provided the »essential reading« not only for a public bewildered by largely unanticipated conflicts but also for policy makers. Once it is realized that »history« is not the activity of »reconstructing the past« as carried out by a class of professional historians but as a flexible interpretation of the past dominant at a certain point in time and within a certain social-political context, should it be so clear that we exclude semi-professional work from our recent debates on historiography? Do they not partake to a considerable extent in the »social production of history«?

That academic history has no universally accepted monopoly on »truth« has been long realized, esp. in the Balkan context with its vivid oral tradition of historical legend. The impact of literature, at times not only purely local but internationally acknowledged (Ivo Andrić, Ismail Kadare), must similarly not be underestimated; neither should be, as the recent »Batak Scandal« has shown, the emotionally explosive potential of images. As a reminder: When in 2007, in the course of a German-Bulgarian research and exhibition project, the art historian Martina Baleva dared to question, »inter alia«, the representation (!) of the Batak Massacre in a late 19th-century painting by a Polish artist, produced long after the event, this was equated by an agitated public with questioning the massacre as such. The result was a veritable witch-hunt. When the most influential theoretical work in Balkan Studies of the 1990s – indisputably Maria Todorova’s Imagining the Balkans – came out, however, some doubted whether the author’s focus on representations had any relevance for those engaged in a perceived »history as such«.

**Yearning for, or obstructing, interdisciplinarity?**

Yet another commonly-voiced criticism was/is that Balkan historians rarely dare to peek over their own (discipline’s) fence. At the same time, however, it has not been asked whether such can be posited earnestly and absolutely for the vast majority of their colleagues in the West; nor has been questioned the determined focus of the critical reviewers on works...
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Historians, on the other hand, have been reproached by colleagues for remaining relatively silent during the 1990s, with journalists and intellectuals being more vocal in criticizing «history politics». The constructive impact historians could have had on the resolution of actual problems has, it is argued, not been employed to its full potential. Habituously criticizing the nationalist foci in the work of their colleagues in the region, Balkan Studies in the West similarly came to opt for a focus on questions of identity, yet with the aim (and perceived mandate) to deconstruct «myths». While thus often producing indisputably constructive studies, it has also been noted that the actual impact of this work on a broader level seems to be almost negligible, and on a more immediate level is largely a «preaching to the converted». Has the quasi-reformulation of Balkan Studies as a province of Nationalism Studies – if such can be claimed – really impoverished academic discourse? While criticism during the last couple of years has provided us with an infrastructure for assessing the shortcomings of historiography in the region (which, it must also be noted, hardly produces anything beyond the confines of Southeast European history), Balkan Studies in the West have escaped a comparable scrutiny so far.

«Conclusion» or «next assignment»?

Is our field, in sum, in a state of crisis? Moreover, does it even exist; are we talking about the same thing when we do »Balkan Studies«? Is this an »area study« with a truly regional focus and a somewhat agreed-upon body of fundamental literature, sources, and themes, or is this, in practice, really a series of studies of »national histories« with «Balkan» being the umbrella label, often only to consider (usually lost, »stolen«, or otherwise »introduced«) «national histories» with »Balkan« being merely the umbrella label, often only to consider (usually lost, »stolen«, or otherwise relevant) historical lands and/or spheres of influence? Are Balkan Studies in the West really as uniform as often perceived or are there also certain schools, pertinent or not to the relationship between a given scholarly context in a given country and the region of study? To what extent are the borders of Balkan Studies sound, or are they perhaps an essentially detrimental restriction we impose on ourselves? These are some of the questions and problems the workshop Balkan Studies: Quo Vadis? seeks to address.
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17 Cf. ibid., esp. the chapters on Serbia and Albania. In Serbia this literature has been called «para-history» by Andrej Mitrović (cf. Marković et al. 2004, p. 292).

18 The typical example is Robert D. Kaplan’s 1993 Balkan Ghosts, usually mentioned in tandem with the Clinton administration. The manuscript had been declined by various publishers until the outbreak of war in Bosnia and Croatia, which gave it a new raison d’être.

19 Ćirković 1994, p. 35, would go as far as to state that «scientific historiography, as represented by professional historians, is not the only or even the most important aspect of the confrontation of a society with its past. There are innumerable ways in which people occupy themselves with their historical dimension, from oral etiological legend universal and ineradicable – historical themes in literature, the visual arts and films to scientific disciplines dealing with individual aspects of culture in the past».

20 Cf. also the somewhat amusing analogy drawn between ethnic memory in Balkans oral culture and storytelling in Africa by Liakos, Antoni: Modern Greek Historiography (1974-2000): the Era of Transitions from Dictatorship to Democracy. In: Brunnbauer 2004, pp. 351-376, cit. p. 353. «The audience is familiar with the myth, and whenever the storyteller changes the narrative the listeners intervene in order to correct him. In a similar way, the ethnic community sees boundaries for historical discourse in a succession of crises, where two senses of history are in opposition.»

21 Bulgarian extremists-populists were convinced that the researchers («Jews») had sold themselves out to Turkey which purportedly aimed to humiliate Bulgaria in order to find an easier way into the EU. Though somewhat more moderately – he did not, as others did, call for their murder or indictment – even Bulgarian president Georgi Pârvanov, himself a trained historian, joined in, positing that nobody should be allowed to rewrite Bulgarian history. For a review after event produced by the accused, cf. Baleva, Marina: Nationalmythos Balkan? Geschichtspolitik und Erinnerungskultur in der Osthälfte Europas. In: Kommune. Forum für Politik, Ökonomie und Kultur 25/6 (2007), pp. 83-87.
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26 This concerns not the studied region’s borders in the West and North – a much-debated question which has really far outlived its date of expiry – but rather its borders in the East. Kououri (Introduction. In: Kououri 2002, pp. 15-48, cit. p. 28) has rightly noted as a paradox that the Turkish element is treated as a sine qua non of Balkan-ness but, at the same time, Turkey is excluded from «Balkan Studies» as a matter of course (and also, one might add, from valuable publications such as Brunnbauer 2004. The reasons, more often than not, are stipulations by funding schemes.) Kaser has recently put forward the suggestion to transform (or include) Balkan Studies into a broader discipline covering a «Eurasia Minor» on both sides of the Bosporus – a term that at least has the advantage of not already being (over-)defined – or, alternatively, a «Balkan and Near Eastern Studies». Cf. Kaser, Karl: Balkan Studies Today at the University of Graz (and elsewhere). In: Kakanien Revisited, 20/02/09, http://www.kakanien.ac.at/beitr/balkans/KKaser1.pdf.